
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS.

.NIEETINGT OF W ESTERN MEMBERS.

CHICAGO, Marcih 25th, 1896.
A mneeting of western members was held at the ARMOUR

INSTITUTE, this date for the purpose of exclhanginig information
in regard to the "R6ntgen Ray."
A bout 250 memlbers and guests were presernt, Vice President

A. S. Hibbard presiding. Mr. Charles E. Scribner presented a
hiistorical sketch of the discovery, and also deseribed experimnents.
made by him and the apparatiis used. Dr. Jaines Burry also
spoke on "The Surgical Value of the RIntgen Ray." Prof.
Stine presented the following details of his experiments.

PROF. WILBUR M. STINE:-In the original paper by Prof.
Rorntgen the statement is made that when the cathode stream is
deflected by a magnet, the X ray is given off from the new point
of impact on the glass. By implication, it then seemed that the
ray was produced at all points of the wall of the tube upon whicki
the eharged molecules constituting the cathode stream, impinged.
This information proved too vague to materially assist the experi-
meniter in inivestigations or in the design of Crooke's t-ubes. The
fact that Geissler tubes do not generate the ray, indicated either
that the ray was absorbed within the tubes, or that the cathode-
repelled molecules lost their charge before reaching the walls of
the tube. Again, were there two sources of the rays,-the sur-
face of the eathode or some of the eharged molecyules of the
stream, and the glass of the tube ? Some time since, the writer
showed that the flutorescence of the glass did not of itself, even
when associated with a static charge, produce the ray. This
pointed out the criterion for the successful tube, that it was one
in1 which the vacuum was sufficiently high to permit a free molee-
,ular path from the cathode to the glass of the bulb).

Further, it has been recently stated on the best of authority
that sciagralphs are produced not by the cathode, but are anodic.
From the very first, the writer has kept these considerations in
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view, and endeavored to obtain definite facts which should, be-
yonid doubt, establish the source anld distribution of the ray. In
the following description the hlistolical seqnience will be preserved
and a few leadinig dates indicated.
From the very first, penumbral effects were observed. The

first accurate experimnent was made about February 20. A rod
of iron was separated a fixed distance from the plate, the distance
of the plate from the end of the bulb being already noted. The
penumnbral effects were plotted back and showed that the rays
were emitted from alimost the entire end of the tube. This ex-
periment was repeated and varied a great number of times with
abotut the same results. Early in the present month a more exact
result was obtained. Pieces of fiat brass about I inch in width
were soldered together to form a geometrical figuire. As these

FIG. 1.

rested edgewise oni the plate, the width of the shadows could he
measured with great accuracy. These, wheni plotted back to the
tube, indicated a source of the rays circular in shape and about
1- inehes in diarneter, this area corresponding in size and position
with the dark ring, (the cathode imprint) oni the bulb. Was thiGs
then, one or the only source of the ray ? It then ocenred to the
writer, that a short tube would indicate very clearly the space dis-
tribution of the rays. Accordingly, sections i ineh in height
were cut from brass tubing, No. 18 gauige, of diameters ranging
from one-half to three inches. These were placed coneentrically
on a, dry plate, and a sciagraph taken with the rinDgs parallel with
the end of the bulb and at a fixed distance from it. The tube in
this case was a small pear-shaped one. The shadows were con-
centric, and, plotted back to the tube, indicated that a circular
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Were this the case plates exposed to such rays would act in pro-
portion to their light speed, sinee fluorescent light is highly actinic.
Much stress has also been placed on fluorescenit glass bulbs as

the source of the ray. To test this, a culbe of uranium glass was
powerfully excited by a focused arc light, but only negative
results were obtained in repeated and lengthy exposures. The
surface of the cube was also kept charged by a Iloltz machine,
but no results were obtained. The fluorescence of the bulb of
the Crooke's tube seems rather an accidental than a causative
phenoinenon. The kinematics of the Rontgen ray was carefully
and exhaustively studied. In short, no evidences were fouind of
diffraction, refr action, reflection or interference. There are many
appearances of such character, which have evidently imiisled some
rather untrailned experimenters, yet when carefully studied are
founid of negative value.
The writer's experiments have beeni extensive, and have been

so fully described in the columns of the current technical papers
that their repetition here seems unnecessary. Only a few of the
mnore important results have been noted above.

Upon motioIn of Mr. B. J. Arnold a vote of thanks was ex-
-tended to Mr. Scribner, Dr. Burry and Prof. Stine for their con-
tributions upon the subject of the evening and the meeting ad-
Jiourned.

DIED.
IPECK :-En route from Mexico to Boston, June 13th, 1896 Samuiel C. Peck,

formerly of Boston. Mr Peck was born in Newtown, Conn., April, 1866-
and was elected an associate member of the INSTITUTE September 6th, 1887,
at which time he was electrician for the Simplex Electrical Co., at New-
tonville, Mass. He subsequently e-ntered -the employ of the Thomson-
Hovuston Electric Co., at Boston. In 1890 he went to Mexico, where he
has been since continuously engaged as agent of the General Electric Co.
He started North for the purpose of having a surgical operation performed
-and died on the train about three hours ride fromn the City of Mexico.


